VOLUNTARY PRODUCT ACCESSIBILITY (VPAT) FORMS

AVAYA
> Avaya Phones

CISCO
> ASR Series
> Nexus
> Unified IP Phones 39XX 69XX
> Unified IP Phones 78XX
> Unified IP Phones 79XX expansion module
> Unified IP Phones 99XX 89XX 88XX

FORTINET
> FortiGate

MITEL
> MiCollab
> MiVoice

PALO ALTO
> Palo Alto Networks

POLYCOM
> Communicator
> CX300 R2 Phone
> CX500 IP Phone
> CX600 IP Phone
> CX5100 Unified Conference Station
> CX5500 Unified Conference Station
> CX8000 Unified Collaboration System
> RealPresence

SPRINT
> iPad Pro
> iPad Pro 12.9
> iPhone